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Attendees

a. icensee Attendees

R. Anderson, Manager, Nuclear Engineering and Construction Services
(NECS)

H. Angus, Manager, Technical Services
J. Blakley, Sr. Licensing Engineer, Nuclear Safety Assessment

and Regulatory Affairs (NSARA)
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H. Davido, Senior Engineer, NECS

R. Domer, Vice President, General Engineering and Construction
W. Fujimoto, Vice President, Nuclear Technical Services
J. Gisclon, Acting Manager, Nuclear Operations Support
W. Goelzer, System Engineering
T. Grebel, Supervisor, Regulatory Compliance
B. Giffin, Manager, Maintenance Services
K. Herman, Supervisor, Instrumentation and Controls

Engineering
J. Hoch, Manager, NSARA
P. Lang, Senior Engineer, guality Control
T. Leserman, Nuclear Operations Support
N. Halenfant, Corporate Communications
T. Nelson, Nuclear Operations Support
H. Phillips, Director, Electrical Maintenance
J. Phipps, Systems Engineering
R. Powers, Director, Hechanical Maintenance
G. Rueger, Sr. Vice President, Nuclear Power Generation
J. Sexton, Manager, guality Assurance
J. Shiffer, Executive Vice President
J. Shoulders, Onsite Project Engineering, NECS

D. Sokolsky, Nuclear Regulatory Affairs
H. Thailer, Supervisor, Piping Engineering, NECS

J. Tompkins, Director, NSARA

J. Townsend, Vice President, Diablo Canyon Operations
H. Tresler, DCPP Project Engineer
R. Webb, NCES Engineering

b. NRC Pe ion V Attendees

J.
L.
H.
p.
K.

R.
H.

Hartin, Regional Administrator
Miller, Chief, Reactor Safety Branch
Miller,.Resident Inspector
Morrill, Chief, Reactor Projects Section I
Perkins, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety

and Projects
Scarano, Director, Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards
Wong, Senior Resident Inspector
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c. RC Head uarters Attendees

C. Regan, Assistant Project Manager, Project Directorate - V

H. Rood, Project Manager, Project Directorate - V

Jeff Neal
June Von Ruden, Mothers for Peace

2. ~tails
Hr. Hartin opened the meeting, stating that this was a periodic meeting
to review topics of general interest and concern. He observed that
several management meetings had been conducted at or near the Diablo
Canyon site, and future meetings would be conducted at locations open
for public attendance.

'a ~ Containment Fan Cooler Unit Backdraft am ers

PGKE presented their evaluation of recent containment fan cooler
unit (CFCU) problems. Several of the CFCUs were found to have
backdraft dampers that did not fully close when the fan was
secured. This event is described in Licensee Event Report
50-275/91-19. PGKE also demonstrated a mechanical model of a

backdraft damper to illustrate the various technical concerns.

Mr. Giffin noted that a contributing cause of inadequate
maintenance of the CFCUs, which led in part to the problems, was
underestimating the safety significance of the backdraft dampers.
He added that during the troubleshooting process, although there
was a concern that the dampers were open, no one initially thought
to verify that the dampers would fully close when the associated
fan was shut down. Hr. Horrill commented that in meetings with
PGIIE in February 1992, the NRC had urged visual verification to
determine if CFCU counter rotation was occurring.

Hr. Rueger stated that the NECS organization was involved early in
the CFCU concerns. This was due to processes put'n place after
issues concerning Regulatory Guide 1.97 occurred in late 1991.
Hr. Fujimoto added that a methodology to establish an integrated
problem response team had been established. A team had been formed
and had met to resolve the CFCU issues.

The NRC questioned the licensee regarding why indications of broken
bolts on backdraft dampers in March of 1991 were not adequately
followed up. Hr. Perkins considered that the system engineer
should have been involved in determining the cause of broken bolts
since system problems may have been the root cause. In addition,
management should better communicate expectations to system
engineers to identify system initiated problems and the need to
evaluate system history. Hr. Townsend agreed that system
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engineering has the responsibility for tracking the history of
these kinds of problems, however he felt that the component
engineers should have resolved the cause of the broken bolts.

Hr. Fujimoto noted that, after evaluation of industry and
historical experience, the integrated problem response team
identified that adequate safety margin remained in the dampers, in
that the CFCUs contained around 800 bolts, and that only about 20
had been found broken.

Hr. Martin observed that the March 1991 failure to evaluate the
broken bolt issue illustrated a lack of basic engineering
instincts. Hr. Hartin closed the discussion of this issue by
stating that the attitude should be that if any bolts are broken,
there is a problem. He restated the NRC concern that licensee
management needed to communicate the right expectations for
resolving problems to all engineering groups and to organizations
performing the quality assurance functions.

b. eedwater Pum ri

C.

The licensee has experienced several feedwater pump problems due to
the failure of an associated control system power supply. The
licensee presented a discussion of technical and historical
information concerning this issue. Hr. Rueger stated that POKE may
have been too narrowly focused on the issue, causing POKE to fix
the existing equipment, rather than to question the adequacy of the
design after repeated failures. Hr. Fujimoto noted that since the
equipment had been redesigned in February, 1989, there was a
tendency to continue to try to make the new design work, rather
than reassess the design.

Mr. Martin observed that it was not typical of a strong engineering
organization to wait for several failures to fix a deficient
design, particularly in the case of these failures, which resulted
in challenges to'perators and the plant. He noted that the
December 3, 1991, failure should have raised serious concerns, and
should have been dealt with more forcefully. Each action PG&E took
may have appeared reasonable when considered individually, but not
in perspective with the whole issue. Although these particular
components were not safety-related, there is a need to come to
terms with timely corrective action for these situations before
problems arise with higher safety significance.

Hr. Rueger agreed, noting that he had used this issue as an example
of an area requiring improvement.

ui ment Unavailabilit

The licensee presented summaries of availability data for key
safety systems. Data indicated that system availability at Diablo
Canyon was in the highest quarter of the industry.





d. e i n Basis ocument Pro ram

Hr. Tresler presented the status of this program, and noted that
the documents were being used and updated by individuals
throughout the organization Mr. Hartin stated that retention of
design basis information was very important, particularly when
considering the loss of knowledge of the plant design due to
personnel losses.

e. ndividual P ant xamination P

Hr. Gisclon presented the status and results of the program. The
licensee confirmed that actual system availability data was being
factored into the IPE. As a result of identifying principle
sources of risk, plant improvements have been made which increase
plant safety. In response to NRC questions, PGLE noted that
changes had been made to the preventive maintenance program, and
shut down risk was being examined through an EPRI study.

Hr. Hartin asked if PGLE was communicating with industry concerning
risks of mid-loop operations. Hr. Townsend replied that PGSE has
taken an active part in industry meetings discussing the risks of
mid-loop operations.

f. i in rosio Cor osion Contro

Hr. Hartin expressed concern that many industry erosion/corrosion
prediction and monitoring programs were quite extensive, but relied
on computer programs which had limiting assumptions. He questioned
how PGKE was addressing the limitations of industry computer codes.

Hr. Shiffer replied that PGKE was actively dealing with the issue.
PGKE does not rely on only one source of expertise or analysis,
but rather on industry experience, Diablo Canyon experience, and
EPRI computer programs. PGKE has identified situations where
computer algorithms do not correlate'with field measurements.

3. ~Conc osion

Hr. Shiffer stated his concern that this meeting covered many of the
same programmatic issues discussed in past meetings and indicated his
understanding that engineering needs to more quickly resolve indications
of problems with systems. He also noted that the system engineers had
many examples of success to contrast with the problems discussed in this
meeting.

Hr. Martin stated that there was a need to work on basic engineering
instincts and that the areas discussed may be representative of problems
which have not yet been discovered. Of particular concern are problems
where everyone involved appeared to do their job, but the problem was
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not successfully resolved because of lack of overall perspective. Hr.
Hartin concluded that management expectations should direct technical
organizations to seek out these types of problems. Hr. Shiffer agreed.

Hr. Hartin stated that items on the agenda which were not covered in
this meeting should be covered in the next management meeting. The
meeting was adjourned.





NRC/PG8 E MEETING
APRIL 2, 1992

CONTAINMENT FAN COOLER UNIT
BACKDRAFT DAMPERS

Bryant Giffin
Manager-Maintenance Services





CONTAINMENTFAN COOLER UNIT
INTRODUCTION

~ CFCU functional description

~ Recent CFCU concerns—

~ CFCU chronology

~ Causes of damper problems

~ Corrective actions

~ Safety significance
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CFCU FUNCTION

~ Normal function - Cool Containment during
operation

~ Safety function

Reduce Containment pressure through steam
condensation/heat removal

Prevent localized hydrogen buildup by
recirculating Containment atmosphere

~ Backdraft damper - minimize CFCU fan reverse
rotation
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CFCU DAMPER PROBLEMS
SUMMARY

a

~ Damper counterweight installation

~ Some internal bolting connecting damper vanes
to damper axles found brokenlloose

~ Assembly problems on Unit 1 external damper
components





CFCU CHRONGLOGY

March 1991 - Completed maintenance on
Unit 1 CFCUs

March 1991 - Problem report written concerning
broken bolts on Unit 1 CFCU

March 1991 - Problem report written concerning
reverse rotation on Unit 1 CFCU





CFCU CHRONOLOGY
JANLIARY 1992

1/22 - Unit 2 counterweights found missing.
POA prepared by Design Engineering

1/23 - Unit 1 CFCU counterweights found
tightly fixed.

1/30 - Meeting with Maintenance, System
Engineer, NECS to discuss CFCU issues

1/31 - CFCU 2-1 found rotating backward at
30 rpm
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CFCU CHRONOLOGY
FEBRUARY

1992'/5

2/7

2/13

Meeting witb Maintenance and NECS to
critique POA process

POA issued on Unit 1 tight
counter weights. POA required
counterweight position verification

CFCUs 1-1, 1-2, and 1-6 rotating
backward at 132, 143, and 114 rpm,
respectively. POA issued concluding
reverse rotation acceptable

2/19 — CFCUs 1-1, 1-2, and 1-6 found stuck
open

2/26 — CFCUs 1-1, 1-2, and 1-6 linkage
repaired





CFCU CHRONOLOGY
MARCH fgg2

3/2 CFCU 1-1 declared inoperable due to
stuck open blade potential

3/9 All remaining Unit 1 CFCUs inspected
and all deficiencies repaired

3/17-20 - Unit 2 CFCUs inspected. Minor
bolting deficiencies corrected
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CAUSES OF CFCU DAMPER PROBLEMS

~ Root cause - Failure to perform proper
maintenance

~ .Contributory causes

- Management underestimation of the importance
of the backdraft damper

- Post-maintenance testing not adequately
implemented

Missed opportunities to identify and correct
previous problems
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CFCU CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

~ Unit 1 and 2 CFCUs have been inspected
and repaired

~ Backdraft damper maintenance procedure
to be developed

~ Surveillance test procedures will be revised
to specifically verify damper operability

~ HIT formed to ensure adequate planning of
CFCU maintenance activities
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CFCU CORRECTl1/E ACTIONS
(CONTINUED)

~ Integrated Problem Resolution Team formed to
review overall CFCU maintenance history and
design

~ Maintenance personnel will be required to have
HVAC qualification

~ Training will be provided to appropriate
supervisors for evaluating degraded plant
condition

~ Action plan to be developed to review adequacy
of System Engineering, Design Engineering, NOS;
Maintenance, and QC attention to HVAC
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CFCU
SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

~ 2 CFCUs and 1 Containment Spray Pump (CSP)
modeled in LOCA analysis assuming loss of
offsite power

~ CFCU and CSP availability

CFCUs 1-1, 1-2, and 1-5 inoperable-wouldn'
automatically restart
CFCU 1-3 and CSP 1-1 Bus G operable
CFCU 1-4 and CSP 1-2. Bus H operable





CFCU SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE (CONTINUED)

~ Scenario 1 - Bus G or H failure results in availability
of 1 CFCU and 1 CSP

- In the event of a LOCA, without operator action,
containment design pressure exceeded during
recirculation phase

- If 2nd CFCU started within 42 minutes, containment
pressure not exceeded
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CFCU SAFETY
SIGNIFICANCE (CONTINUED)

~ Scenario 2 - Eleven hours not in T.S. action statement
and Bus 8 or H failure results in no CFCUs and
1 CSP

- In the event of a LOCA, without operator action,
containment peak pressure exceeded

- If 2 CFCUs restarted within 37 minutes and using
new energy release model and 1979 ANSI decay
heat curve, containment pressure not exceeded





CFCU DAMF'ERS

~ Strengths

Plant and NECS teamwork
Persistence in root cause investigation
Comprehensive corrective actions
Strong management attention once problem
significance recognized

~ Areas for improvement

Enhance supervision and QC of CFCU maintenance
More thorough investigation of ARs and previous
problems
Improved initial POA coordination
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FEEDWATER PUMP TRIP
MARCH 6, 1992

John Townsend
VP-Diablo Canyon Operations and Plant Manager





FEEDSATER PUMP INVERTER
OVERVIEW

~ March 6, 1992 — reactor trip

~ Chronology

~ Effectiveness of past actions

~ Current conditions
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IMMEDIATECORRECTIVE ACTIONS

~ AC power source provided to all four
Beta probes

~ Relays inspected and cleaned in both units

~ Transistor/diode connection inspected and
improved (screw and nut on Unit 2 only)

~ Driver board resistors moved outside of
card cage (Unit 2 only)
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CHRONOLOGY
FEBRUARY 29, f989

~ NCR DC2-89-N021

~ Root cause — incomplete clearance process

~ Corrective actions

Controlled fedfrom list for non-vital
power
Single point failure study
Two design changes
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CHRONOLOGY
MAY27, 1990 8 JUNE 27, 1990

~ May 27, 1990

Inverter 2-2 fails due to water intrusion
into panel

Door seals and latches reworked

~ June 27, 1990

Inverter 2-1 failure. Damage too extensive
to identify root cause

Root cause identified as an isolated
occurrence





CHRONOLOGY
APRIL 25, 1991 THROUGH JUNE 1991

~ April 25, 1991

1-2 failure due to failure of power
supply board

— Vendor contacted on May 15, 1991

~ May 18, 1991

failure due to failure of power
supply board
Discussion with vendor on May 20, 1991
Defective board sent to vendor on
May 22, 1991

~ June 1991 — Multiple vendor contacts including
notification of root cause
determination urgency
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CHRONOLOGY
OCTOBER 20, 1991 8 OCTOBER 28, 1991

~ October 2Q, 1991

2-1 failure of power supply board
Replaced with modified unit from
warehouse

~ October 26, 1991

2-2 failure in power module
New failure location
No modified units were available
Unit 2 in power ascension





CHRONOLOGY
DECEMBER 8, 1991 8 DECEMBER 28, 1991

~ December 3, 1991
1-1 failure plus failure to transfer. Plant
transient, but operator action restores
feedwater control

failure in driver card and power module
- Siill no modified units available
- Work Planning requested to prepare packages

for field implementation
- OPS concerns preclude implementation
- Transfer failure due to misassembled relay

and wiring error during initial installation

~ December 28, 1991
1-2 failure of power supply, driver card, and
power module

- This, plus remaining 2 inverters, modified





INEFFECTIVENESS OF PAST
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

~ Overly complex design with installation
errors

~ Multiple vendor design/manufacturer problems

~ Untimely implementation
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TIMELINESS

~ History of action from the 3rd failure

~ Prior to the 3/6/92 trip, DCPs on the power
supply boards had been completed

~ Wiring error had been discovered and corrected

~ Relay assembly problem had been discovered
and corrected

~ Too much reliance on vendor





PRESENT CONFIGURATION
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FEEOWATER PUMP TRlP

~ Strengths

- Good and thorough troubleshooting effort
following reactor trip

- Rapid redesign of probe power supplies on
both units

- Continuous vendor involvement

~ Areas for improvement

- Higher priority should have been given to improve
the power source reliability given the numerous
challenges to the transfer circuitry
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UNIT
STEAM ADMISSION VALVE TO

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER TURBINE
FCV-96

L

Warren Fujimoto
Vice President, Nuclear Technical Services





UNIT 1 FCV-M

~ Introduction

~ History and testing

~ Future plans

~ Conclusions
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UNIT 1

HISTORY OF FCV-95

~ 1989 to 1990

~ March 1991

~ September 27, 1991

~ December 1991

- Four failures to open
due to thermal binding

- Stainless steel wedge
replaced

- Failure to open
- High impact Team formed

- Diagnostic instrumentation
installed

- Failure to open
- Actuator gears changed
- Hole drilled in disc
- DC motor replaced

~ Failures cannot be recreated

~ No failures Vnit 2 FCV-96





TESTING

~ September 1991 weekly testing initiated

~ December 1991 substantial diagnostic data

3,200,000 data points/stroke
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Unit 1 FCV-96
Pullout Current Variability
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UNIT 1 FCV—95
LUBR|CAHOM DEGRADATlON
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CHANGING TEST FREQUENCY

~ Bi-vreekly through April

~ Monthly starting in May

~ Basis

Identified pullout current predictor
Restroke at action points

0 Insertion depth
0 High stem bending

Degrading stem/stem nut lubrication

~ Continue to monitor performance





UNIT 1 FCV-95
FUTURE PLANS

~ Replace in 1R6
- Parallel disc gate valve

~ Maintain readiness for immediate replacement

~ After removal, thoroughly analyze and
determine root cause





CONfCLUSIONS

~ Motor/actuator operating as designed

~ No definitive root cause for two recent
recent failures

Problem most likely in valve

~ Operability

Gear change increased pullout
thrust (55%)
Restroke criteria





UNIT 1 FCV -95
STRENGTHS AND AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Strengths

~ Sound communications and strong working relations
between Enginering and plant maintenance
departments

~ Engineering has improved its- understanding of its
responsibility to be involved in plant activities.

~ integrated Response Team problem solving
methodology has been developed

Areas for improvement

~ Initial Engineering involvement after the
1989 failures

~ More timely in installing diagnostic
instrumentation

~ Inadequate corrective actions that would have
eliminated thermal binding, i.e., it should not
have taken four failures to recognize this failure
mode
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NRC/PG8 E MEETING
APRIL 2, 1992

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.97
OVERVIEW AND STATUS

Bob Webb
Assistant Project Engineer





PURPOSE

Discuss current status of PG8 E's
resolution of RG 1.97 issues





RG f.g7
BACKGROUND

~ Purpose to provide post accident information

~ Initially issued in 1976

~ Revised in 1.977, 1980, 1983

~ PGBE committed to Rev. 3 in 1983 and 1984





RG f.97 ISSUES

~ Identified during 1988 NRC audit:

- Wide range steam generator level power
supply redundancy

- Resistor networks used as isolation devices
- Neutron flux monitor continuous recording

~ Identified during PG&E nonconformance process and
design basis reconstitution:

- Variable 15

- Variable 34

- Variable 53

- Variable 63

Containment isolation valve position
indication
Accumulator isolation valve position
indication
Containment fan heat removal system
indication
Emergency damper position indication

row4





RESULTS OF PG&E NON CONFORMANCE
REV/EW 12/91

~ Detailed review of above variables found:
Some problems, including:

Seismic documentation
Environmental qualification

- Separationlisolation issues
Emergency operating procedure issues

No Technical Specification violations
Information needed by operator was always
available
Some items should have been "exceptions" in our
original submittals and were -accepted as such
by NRC for other plants
No substantial safety significance





CLOSURE OF RG 1.97 DOCUMENTATION
ISSUES 8 STATUS

~ To further confirm the adequacy of our RG 1.97
implementation:

- RG 1.97 variables listed in Tech Spec Table
'Accident Monitoring're undergoing 100'k
review. ECD - May 1992

- Sampling will be utilized to complete a
RG 1.97 review applicable to all variables.
ECD - September 1992

~ Report to NRC summarizing sampling results and
exception requests. ECD - October. 1992
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STATUS OF ADDITIONALREVIEWS

~ Unit 1 Tech Spec review 50'k complete

~ Unit 2 Tech Spec review 20k complete

~ Remaining 45 additional (randomly selected) loops
(15 of 60 already done by other programs} 10%
complete

~ No new non-conformance issues identified

~ Additional deviations requiring documentation/
clarification identified





ACTIONS TO RESOLVE ISSUES

~ WR steam generator level instrument redundancy
PGBE will change the instrument power supply design to
meet requirements for this Category 1 variable. ECD-
May 1994 (Unit 1), Dec. 1994 (Unit 2) with Eagle 21.

~ Isolation devices
PGB E's .letter of October 26, 1991 committed to
installation of isolation devices tested and qualified
to Class 18 criteria with installation of the Eagle 21
plant protection system. ECD-May 1994 (Unit 1), Dec.
1994 (Unit 2).

~ Neutron flux monitors recording
PGBE will install recorders for continuous monitoring of
the neu'ron flux variables in accordance with RG 1.97.
ECD-May 1994 (Unit 1), Dec. 1994 (Unit 2).





PGBE ACTIONS TO RESOLVE ISSUES
(CONTINUED P1)

PGBE Identified Issues

~ . Variable 15 Containment isolation valve - position
indication

PG8E will upgrade the white light monitoring
system to meet RG 1.97 functional requirements
and request exceptions where appropriate. ECD-
Dec. 1995 (Unit 1), May 1996 (Unit 2).

~ Variable 34 Accumulator isolation valve position
indication

PGBE will request an exception to the RG 1.97
EQ requirement





PGBE ACTIONS TO RESOLVE ISSUES
(CONTINUED 4'2)

PG8E Identified Issues

~ Variable 53 Containment fan heat removal system
operability

PG8E will implement a design change to lock
dampers in accident position. License
Amendment Request is pending NRC approval.
ECD-Dec. 1992 (Unit 1), April 1993 (Unit 2).

Variable 63 Emergency damper position indication

PG&E has completed a design change to
provide highly reliable power to certain
emergency damper position indication circuits.
ECD-complete.





STRENGTHS

~ Design change process identified power
supply and wiring issue. Further self
initiated NCR and DBD reviews identified
other issues

~ Thorough and comprehensive reviews

~ Comprehensive corrective actions
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AREAS FOR lMPROVEMENT

~ Initially, some details of RG 1.97 not
carefully implemented

~ Significant issues need to be identified
to management and resolved sooner





NRCIPG8 E MEETING
APRIL 2, 1992

TIMELINESS AND COMPREHENSIVENESS
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TIMELINESS AND COMPREHENSI VENESS
OF CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

~ Background, root cause, status and
corrective actions for:

CFCUs
FW pump trip
FCV-95
RG 1.97

~ Observations on issue-by-issue strengths
and areas for improvement

~ Common threads across issues:
Overall lessons learned and proposed

corrective actions
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CONCLUSIONS

Greg Rueger
Senior Vice President and General Manager
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STRENGTHS

~ Open and frequent notification to the NRC

~ Persistence in solving the problem

~ Comprehensive corrective actions

~ Improving Engineering involvement





AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

~ Timely recognition of significance
.of problems

~ Narrow focus of initial corrective
actions

~ Early involvement of Engineering
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

~ Emerging issues meetings

~ Early, frequent, and open issue
identification to the NRC

~ NSOC reorganization and
effectiveness improvement

e





CORRECTI VE ACTIONS
UNDER CONSIDERATION

~ Strengthening of design and plant system
engineering program

~ Continue improvement of engineering
involvement in plant activities
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EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE TRENDING

~ Overview 3 areas
INPO performance indicators

- Diablo Canyon Power Plant probabilistic
risk assessment

- DGPP maintenance rule implementation
preparation

~ Each area ties together to improve
reliability and availability of
plant equipment

~ ~
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INPO TRENDING
TRENDS AVAILABILITYOF THREE SAFETY SYSTEMS

~ High pressure safety injection system;
auxiliary feedwater system, and emergency
AC power system

~ Unavailability defined as:

- Planned unavailability
- Unplanned unavailability
- Estimated unavailability

~ Long term (1995) industry goals
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DIABLO CAIVYON PROBABILISTIC
RISK ASSESSMENT (PRA)

~ DCPP PRA (Level 1) completed July 1988

~ DCPP Individual Plant Examination (IPE)
to be submitted April 15, 1992

~ PRA updated on an 18 month frequency

Component history (plant operating data)
Design changes

— Procedure changes
— Tech spec changes
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COMPONENT HISTORY

~ Clearances - amount of time component is
out of service

~ Component Failure Data - search of PlMS
databases to determine failure rates
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POSITIONING FOR MAINTENANCERULE

~ Maintenance Steering Committee

~ Assigned a task leader for maintenance
implementation

~ Participating in NUMARC industry guideline
Ad Hoc Advisory Committee (AHAC}
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CURRENT PROGRAMS FOR MAINTENANCERULE

~ Reliability centered maintenance

~ Predictive maintenance programs

- Vibration monitoring
- Lube oil analysis
- Infrared thermography

~ In service testing (IST) program

- ASME Section XI pumps
- ASME Section XI valves





CURRENT PROGRAMS FOR MAINTENANCERULE
(CONTINUED)

~ Nuclear plant reliability data system (NPRDS)
component failure analysis report (CFAR)

~ Other

Erosion/corrosion of piping systems
Snubber utility group (SNUG)
Trending root cause analysis

~ Future programs

System availability
DCPP component failure
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OBD PROGRAM STATUS

~ Background and unique features

~ Status and schedule

~ Validation

~ Benefits





BACKGROUND 8 UNIQUE FEATURES

~ Began 1988
- Configuration management task force
- Plant primary user of DBD

~ .Pilot complete July 1989
- NIS

4.160 KV
AFN

~ Other unique features
- Tech specs 8 basis validation
- Surveillance requirements
- Precautions and limitations
- NSSS verification
- On computer network
- Open items resolved as QE/NCR
- Mandated use





STATUS 8 SCHEDULE

~ Completed 61 to date

- 31 System
- 30 Topical

~ 1992

19 to be completed
All safety-related systems, major
topicals, and major non safety-related
complete

~ 1993 closure





VALIOATION

~ Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP)

- Reconstitution
- Configuration control

~ Setpoint program

- Design basis
- Control

~ SSFARs/SSOMls

~ Operating procedure review

~ Use by plant and engineering





BENEFITS

~ Improved plant access to design basis

- Operability Evaluations
Reduced design engineer demand

- 60.69s
- Maintenance

~ Identification of problems

~ Repository for lessons learned

~ Aids design/analysis process
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INDIVIDUALPLANT EXAMINATION
PURPOSE

~ Appreciation of severe accident behavior

~ Understand most likely severe accident
sequences that could occur

~ Quantitative understanding of probabilities
of core damage and fission product releases

~ Modifying hardware and procedures that
would help or mitigate severe accidents





IPE PROGRAM

~ Level 1 PRA update

~ Develop level 2 PRA

~ Submittal to the NRC by April 56, 3992

~ Work performed in-house

~ Final reviews

PG&E internal {NECS, NSARA, NOS, DCPP)
External (EPRI, PLG, Westinghouse, FAI).

~ No vulnerabilities identified
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COMPARISON OF IPE AND LTSP
INTERNAL EVENTS CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY
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CONTRIBUTION OF MAJOR INITIATING
EVENTS TO CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

Initiatin Event '/0 Contribution

Loss of offsite power

General transients

LOCAs

Loss of 1 DC bus

Loss of ASW or CCW

26





LEADING SCENARIOS CONTRIBUTING
TO CORE DAMAGE

~ RCP seal LOCA

Transient-induced LOCA

~ Loss of secondary heat removal
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PRA INSIGHTS - PLANT IMPROVEMENTS

~ Alternate cooling to charging pumps

~ Diesel fuel oil transfer system

~ Spare parts for 230 KV switchyard
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IPE LEVEL 2 INSIGHTS-

~ No containment bypass vulnerability

~ Most containment failure sequences occur
because containment heat removal systems
are unavailable

~ No localized hydrogen combustion vulnerability

~ Reactor cavity likely to remain relatively dry





IPE APPLICATIONS/BENEFITS

~ Communicate insights/results to licensed
operators

~ Address licensing issues

~ "At power" maintenance risk
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CONCLUSIONS

~ Considerable. effort to perform IPE

~ No vulnerabilities or major findings

~ Insights have been/will be integrated
into plant operation

r

~ Help assure Diablo Canyon continues to
operate at the safest levels




